Summary. Designing intelligent paradigms using evolutionary algorithms is getting popular due to their capabilities in handling several real world problems involving complexity, noisy environment, imprecision, uncertainty and vagueness. In this Chapter, we illustrate the various possibilities for designing intelligent systems using evolutionary algorithms and also present some of the generic evolutionary design architectures that has evolved during the last couple of decades. We also provide a review of some of the recent interesting evolutionary intelligent system frameworks reported in the literature.
Introduction
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) have recently received increased interest, particularly with regard to the manner in which they may be applied for practical problem solving. Usually grouped under the term evolutionary computation or evolutionary algorithms, we find the domains of Genetic Algorithms [34] , Evolution Strategies [68] , [69] , Evolutionary Programming [20] , Learning Classifier Systems [36] , Genetic Programming [45] , Differential Evolution [67] and Estimation of Distribution Algorithms [56] . They all share a common conceptual base of simulating the evolution of individual structures and they differ in the way the problem is represented, processes of selection and the usage/implementation of reproduction operators. The processes depend on the perceived performance of the individual structures as defined by the problem.
Compared to other global optimization techniques, evolutionary algorithms are easy to implement and very often they provide adequate solutions. A population of candidate solutions (for the optimization task to be solved) is initialized. New solutions are created by applying reproduction operators (mutation and/or crossover). The fitness (how good the solutions are) of the resulting solutions are evaluated and suitable selection strategy is then applied to determine, which solutions are to be maintained into the next generation. The procedure is then iterated.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the various architectures for engineering evolutionary intelligent systems are presented. In Section 3, we present evolutionary artificial neural networks and its recent applications followed by evolutionary fuzzy systems and applications in Section 4. Evolutionary clustering is presented in Section 5 followed by recent applications of evolutionary design of complex paradigms in Section 6. Multiobjective evolutionary design intelligent systems are presented in Section 7 and some conclusions are provided towards the end.
Architectures of Evolutionary Intelligent Systems
Hybridization of evolutionary algorithms with other intelligent paradigms is a promising research field and various architectures for Evolutionary Intelligent Systems (EIS) could be formulated as depicted in Figures 1-6 . By problem, we refer to any data mining/optimization/function approximation type problem and Intelligent Paradigm (IP) refers to any computational intelligence techniques like neural network, machine learning schemes, fuzzy inference systems, clustering algorithms etc. Figure 1 illustrates a transformational architecture where an evolutionary algorithm is used to optimize an intelligent paradigm and at the same time the intelligent paradigm is used to fine tune the parameters and performance of the evolutionary algorithm. An example is an evolutionary -fuzzy system where an evolutionary algorithm is used to fine tune the parameters of a fuzzy inference system (for a function approximation problem) and the fuzzy system is used to control the parameters of the evolutionary algorithm [32] .
A concurrent hybrid architecture is depicted in Figure 2 , where an EA is used as a pre-processor and the intelligent paradigm is used to fine tune the solutions formulated by the EA. The final solutions to the problem is provided by IP. Both EA and IP are continuously required for the satisfactory performance of the system. EA may be used as a post processor as illustrated in [1] , [4] and [28] .
Architecture 3 ( Figure 3 ) depicts a cooperative hybrid system where the evolutionary algorithm is used to fine tune the parameters of IP only during the initialization of the system. Once the system is initialized the EA is not required for the satisfactory functioning of the system. Architecture 4 uses an error feed back from the output (performance measure) and based on the error measure (critic information) the EA is used to fine tune the performance of the IP. Final solutions are provided by the the IP as illustrated in Figure 4 .
An ensemble model is depicted in Figure 5 where EA received inputs directly from the IP and independent solutions are provided by the EA and IP. A slightly different architecture is depicted in Figure 6 , where an error feed back is generated by the EA and depending on this input IP performance is fine tuned and final solutions are provided by the IP.
In the following Section, some of the well established hybrid frameworks for optimizing the performance of evolutionary algorithm using intelligent paradigms are presented.
Evolutionary Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks are capable of performing a wide variety of tasks, yet in practice sometimes they deliver only marginal performance. Inappropriate topology selection and learning algorithm are frequently blamed. There is little reason to expect that one can find a uniformly best algorithm for selecting the weights in a feedforward artificial neural network. This is in accordance with the no free lunch theorem, which explains that for any algorithm, any elevated performance over one class of problems is exactly paid for in performance over another class [75] .
At present, neural network design relies heavily on human experts who have sufficient knowledge about the different aspects of the network and the problem domain. As the complexity of the problem domain increases, manual design becomes more difficult and unmanageable. Evolutionary design of artificial neural networks has been widely explored. Evolutionary algorithms are used to adapt the connection weights, network architecture and learning rules according to the problem environment. A distinct feature of evolutionary neural networks is their adaptability to a dynamic environment. In other words, such neural networks can adapt to an environment as well as changes in the environment. The two forms of adaptation: evolution and learning in evolutionary artificial neural networks make their adaptation to a dynamic environment much more effective and efficient than the conventional learning approach.
In Evolutionary Artificial Neural Network (EANN), evolution can be introduced at various levels. At the lowest level, evolution can be introduced into weight training, where ANN weights are evolved. At the next higher level, evolution can be introduced into neural network architecture adaptation, where the architecture (number of hidden layers, no of hidden neurons and node transfer functions) is evolved. At the highest level, evolution can be introduced into the learning mechanism [77] . A general framework of EANNs which includes the above three levels of evolution is given in Figure 7 [2] . a particular class of architectures is pursued, it is better to implement the evolution of architectures at the highest level because such knowledge can be used to reduce the search space and the lower level evolution of learning rules can be more biased towards this kind of architectures. On the other hand, the evolution of learning rules should be at the highest level if there is more prior knowledge about them available or there is a special interest in certain type of learning rules.
Evolutionary Search of Connection Weights
The neural network training process is formulated as a global search of connection weights towards an optimal set defined by the evolutionary algorithm. Optimal connection weights can be formulated as a global search problem wherein the architecture of the neural network is pre-defined and fixed during the evolution. Connection weights may be represented as binary strings or real numbers. The whole network is encoded by concatenation of all the connection weights of the network in the chromosome. A heuristic concerning the order of the concatenation is to put connection weights to the same node together.
Proper genetic operators are to be chosen depending upon the representation used. While gradient based techniques are very much dependant on the initial setting of weights, evolutionary search method can be considered generally much less sensitive to initial conditions. When compared to any gradient descent or second order optimization technique that can only find local optimum in a neighborhood of the initial solution, evolutionary algorithms always try to search for a global optimal solution. Evolutionary search for connection weights is depicted in Algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1 Evolutionary search of connection weights
1. Generate an initial population of N weight chromosomes. Evaluate the fitness of each EANN depending on the problem.
2. Depending on the fitness and using suitable selection methods reproduce a number of children for each individual in the current generation.
3. Apply genetic operators to each child individual generated above and obtain the next generation.
4. Check whether the network has achieved the required error rate or the specified number of generations has been reached. Go to Step 2.
End

Evolutionary Search of Architectures
Evolutionary architecture adaptation can be achieved by constructive and destructive algorithms. Constructive algorithms, which add complexity to the network starting from a very simple architecture until the entire network is able to learn the task [23] , [52] . Destructive algorithms start with large architectures and remove nodes and interconnections until the ANN is no longer able to perform its task [58] , [66] . Then the last removal is undone. For an optimal network, the required node transfer function (Gaussian, sigmoidal, etc.) can be formulated as a global search problem, which is evolved simultaneously with the search for architectures [49] .
To minimize the size of the genotype string and improve scalability, when priori knowledge of the architecture is known it will be efficient to use some indirect coding (high level) schemes. For example, if two neighboring layers are fully connected then the architecture can be coded by simply using the number of layers and nodes. The blueprint representation is a popular indirect coding scheme where it assumes architecture consists of various segments or areas. Each segment or area will define a set of neurons, their spatial arrangement and their efferent connectivity. Several high level coding schemes like graph generation system [44] , Symbiotic Adaptive Neuro-Evolution (SANE) [54] , marker based genetic coding [24] , L-systems [10] , cellular encoding [26] , fractal representation [53] , cellular automata [29] etc. are some of the rugged techniques.
Global search of transfer function and the connectivity of the ANN using evolutionary algorithms is formulated in Algorithm 3.2. The evolution of architectures has to be implemented such that the evolution of weight chromosomes are evolved at a faster rate i.e. for every architecture chromosome, there will be several weight chromosomes evolving at a faster time scale.
Algorithm 3.2 Evolutionary search of architectures
1. Generate an initial population of N architecture chromosomes. Evaluate the fitness of each EANN depending on the problem.
End
Evolutionary Search of Learning Rules
For the neural network to be fully optimal the learning rules are to be adapted dynamically according to its architecture and the given problem. Deciding the learning rate and momentum can be considered as the first attempt of learning rules [48] . The basic learning rule can be generalized by the function
where t is the time, ∆w is the weight change, x 1 , x 2 ,. . . .. x n are local variables and the θ' s are the real values coefficients which is to be determined by the global search algorithm. In the above equation, different values of θ' s determine different learning rules. The above equation is arrived based on the assumption that the same rule is applicable at every node of the network and the weight updating is only dependent on the input/output activations and the connection weights on a particular node. The evolution of learning rules has to be implemented such that the evolution of architecture chromosomes are evolved at a faster rate i.e. for every learning rule chromosome, there will be several architecture chromosomes evolving at a faster time scale. Genotypes (θ' s) can be encoded as real-valued coefficients and the global search for learning rules using the evolutionary algorithm is formulated in Algorithm 3.3.
In the literature, several research works could be traced about how to formulate different optimal learning rules [8] , [21] . The adaptive adjustment of back-propagation algorithm parameters, such as the learning rate and momentum, through evolution could be considered as the first attempt of the evolution of learning rules [30] . Sexton et al. [65] used simulated annealing algorithm for optimization of learning. For optimization of the neural network 2. Depending on the fitness and using suitable selection methods reproduce a number of children for each individual in the current generation.
End
learning, in many cases a pre-defined architecture was used and in a few cases architectures were evolved together. Abraham [2] proposed the meta-learning evolutionary evolutionary neural network with a tight interaction of the different evolutionary search mechanisms using the generic framework illustrated in Figure 7 .
Recent Applications of Evolutionary Neural Networks in Practice
Cai et al. [11] used a hybrid of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [41] , [18] and EA to train Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for the prediction of missing values in time series data. Experimental results illustrate that RNNs, trained by the hybrid algorithm, are able to predict the missing values in the time series with minimum error, in comparison with those trained with standard EA and PSO algorithms.
Castillo et al. [12] explored several methods that combine evolutionary algorithms and local search to optimize multilayer perceptrons. Authors explored a method that optimizes the architecture and initial weights of multilayer perceptrons, a search algorithm for training algorithm parameters, and finally, a co-evolutionary algorithm, that handles the architecture, the network's initial weights and the training algorithm parameters. Experimental results show that the co-evolutionary method obtains similar or better results than the other approaches, requiring far less training epochs and thus, reducing running time.
Hui [37] proposed a new method for predicting the reliability for repairable systems using evolutionary neural networks. Genetic algorithms are used to globally optimize the number of neurons in the hidden layer and learning parameters of the neural network architecture.
Marwala [51] proposed a Bayesian neural network trained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and genetic programming in binary space within Metropolis framework. The proposed algorithm could learn using samples obtained from previous steps merged using concepts of natural evolution which include mutation, crossover and reproduction. The reproduction function is the Metropolis framework and binary mutation as well as simple crossover, are also used.
Kim and Cho [42] proposed an incremental evolution method for neural networks based on cellular automata and a method of combining several evolved modules by a rule-based approach. The incremental evolution method evolves the neural network by starting with simple environment and gradually making it more complex. The multi-modules integration method can make complex behaviors by combining several modules evolved or programmed to do simple behaviors.
Kim [43] explored a genetic algorithm approach to instance selection in artificial neural networks when the amount of data is very large. GA optimizes simultaneously the connection weights and the optimal selection of relevant instances.
Capi and Doya [13] implemented an extended multi-population genetic algorithm (EMPGA), where subpopulations apply different evolutionary strategies for designing neural controllers in the real hardware of Cyber Rodent robot. The EMPGA subpopulations compete and cooperate among each other.
Bhattacharya et al. [7] used a meta-learning evolutionary artificial neural network in selecting the best Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) from a group of candidate FMSs. EA is used to evolve the architecture and weights of the proposed neural network method. Further, a Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm is used as the local search algorithm. All the randomly generated architectures of the initial population are trained by BP algorithm for a fixed number of epochs. The learning rate and momentum of the BP algorithm have been adapted suiting the generated data of the MCDM problem.
Evolutionary Fuzzy Systems
A conventional fuzzy controller makes use of a model of the expert who is in a position to specify the most important properties of the process. Fuzzy controller consists of a fuzzification interface, which receives the current values of the input variables and eventually transforms to linguistic terms or fuzzy sets. The knowledge base contains information about the domains of the variables, and the fuzzy sets associated with the linguistic terms. Also a rule base in the form of linguistic control rules is stored in the knowledge base. The decision logic determines the information about the control variables with the help of the measured input values and knowledge base. The task of defuzzification interface is to create a crisp control value out of the information about the control variable of the decision logic by using a suitable transformation.
The usual approach in fuzzy control is to define a number of concurrent if-then fuzzy rules. Most fuzzy systems employ the inference method proposed by Mamdani [50] in which the rule consequence is defined by fuzzy sets and has the following structure:
Takagi, Sugeno and Kang (TSK) [72] proposed an inference scheme in which the conclusion of a fuzzy rule is constituted by a weighted linear combination of the crisp inputs rather than a fuzzy set and has the following structure:
if x is A 1 and y is B 1 , then f = p 1 x + q 1 y + r
In the literature, several research works related to evolutionary design of fuzzy system could be located [59] , [62] . Majority of the works are concerned with the automatic design or optimization of fuzzy logic controllers either by adapting the fuzzy membership functions or by learning the fuzzy if-then rules [55] , [33] . Figure 8 shows the architecture of the adaptive fuzzy control system wherein the fuzzy membership functions and the rule bases are optimized using a hybrid global search procedure. An optimal design of an adaptive fuzzy control system could be achieved by the adaptive evolution of membership functions and the learning rules that progress on different time scales. Figure 9 illustrates the general interaction mechanism with the global search of fuzzy rules evolving at the highest level on the slowest time scale. For each fuzzy rule base, global search of membership functions proceeds at a faster time scale in an environment decided by the problem. 
Evolutionary Search of Fuzzy Membership Functions
The tuning of the scaling parameters and fuzzy membership functions (piecewise linear and/or differentiable functions) is an important task in the design of fuzzy systems and is popularly known as genetic tuning. Evolutionary algorithms could be used to search the optimal shape, number of membership functions per linguistic variable and the parameters [31] . The genome encodes parameters of trapezoidal, triangle, logistic, Laplace, hyperbolic-tangent or Gaussian membership functions etc. Most of the existing methods assume the existence of a predefined collection of fuzzy membership functions giving meaning to the linguistic labels contained in the rules (database). Evolutionary algorithms are applied to obtain a suitable rule base, using chromosomes that code single rules or complete rule bases. If prior knowledge of the membership functions is available, a simplified chromosome representation could be formulated accordingly. The first decision a designer has to make is how to represent a solution in a chromosome structure. First approach is to have the chromosome encode the complete rule base. Each chromosome differs only in the fuzzy rule membership functions as defined in the database. In the second approach, each chromosome encodes a different database definition based on the fuzzy domain partitions. The global search for membership functions using evolutionary algorithm is formulated in Algorithm 4.1.
Evolutionary Search of Fuzzy Rule Base
The number of rules grows rapidly with an increasing number of variables and fuzzy sets. Literature scan reveals that several coding methods were used Algorithm 4.1 Evolution of learning of fuzzy membership functions and its parameters 1. Generate an initial population of N chromosomes using one of the approaches mentioned in Section 4.1. Evaluate the fitness of each fuzzy rule base depending on the problem.
4. Check whether the fuzzy system has achieved the required error rate or the specified number of generations has been reached. Go to Step 2.
End
according to the nature of the problem. The rule base of the fuzzy system may be represented using relational matrix, decision table and set of rules.
In the Pittsburg approach, [71] each chromosome encodes a whole rule set. Crossover serves to provide a new combination of rules and mutation provides new rules. The disadvantage is the increased complexity of search space and additional computational burden especially for online learning. The size of the genotype depends on the number of input/output variables and fuzzy sets.
In the Michigan approach, [35] each genotype represents a single fuzzy rule and the entire population represents a solution. The fuzzy knowledge base is adapted as a result of antagonistic roles of competition and cooperation of fuzzy rules. A classifier rule triggers whenever its condition part matches the current input, in which case the proposed action is sent to the process to be controlled. The fuzzy behavior is created by an activation sequence of mutually collaborating fuzzy rules. In the Michigan approach, techniques for judging the performance of single rules are necessary.
The Iterative Rule Learning (IRL) approach [27] is similar to the Michigan approach where the chromosomes encode individual rules. In IRL, only the best individual is considered as the solution, discarding the remaining chromosomes in the population. The evolutionary algorithm generates new classifier rules based on the rule strengths acquired during the entire process.
Defuzzification operators and its parameters may be also formulated as an evolutionary search [46] , [40] , [5] .
Recent Applications of Evolutionary Fuzzy Systems in Practice
Tsang et al. [73] proposed a fuzzy rule-based system for intrusion detection, which is evolved from an agent-based evolutionary framework and multiobjective optimization. The proposed system can also act as a genetic feature selection wrapper to search for an optimal feature subset for dimensionality reduction.
Edwards et al. [19] modeled the complex export pattern behavior of multinational corporation subsidiaries in Malaysia using a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system. The proposed fuzzy inference system is optimized by using neural network learning and evolutionary computation. Empirical results clearly show that the proposed approach could model the export behavior reasonably well compared to a direct neural network approach.
Chen et al. [15] proposed an automatic way of evolving hierarchical Takagi -Sugeno Fuzzy Systems (TS-FS). The hierarchical structure is evolved using Probabilistic Incremental Program Evolution (PIPE) with specific instructions. The fine tuning of the if -then rules parameters encoded in the structure is accomplished using Evolutionary Programming (EP). The proposed method interleaves both PIPE and EP optimizations. Starting with random structures and rules parameters, it first tries to improve the hierarchical structure and then as soon as an improved structure is found, it further fine tunes the rules parameters. It then goes back to improve the structure and the rules' parameters. This loop continues until a satisfactory hierarchical TS-FS model is found or a time limit is reached.
Pawara and Ganguli [61] developed a Genetic Fuzzy System (GFS) for online structural health monitoring of composite helicopter rotor blades. Authors formulated a global and local GFSs. The global GFS is for matrix cracking and debonding/delamination detection along the whole blade and the local GFS is for matrix cracking and debonding/delamination detection in various parts of the blade.
Chua et al. [16] proposed a GA-based fuzzy controller design for tunnel ventilation systems. Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) method has been utilized due to the complex and nonlinear behavior of the system and the FLC was optimized using the GA.
Franke et al. [22] presented a genetic -fuzzy system for automatically generating online scheduling strategies for a complex objective defined by a machine provider. The scheduling algorithm is based on a rule system, which classifies all possible scheduling states and assigns a corresponding scheduling strategy. Authors compared two different approaches. In the first approach, an iterative method is applied, that assigns a standard scheduling strategy to all situation classes. In the second approach, a symbiotic evolution varies the parameter of Gaussian membership functions to establish the different situation classes and also assigns the appropriate scheduling strategies.
Evolutionary Clustering
Clustering means the act of partitioning an unlabeled dataset into groups of similar objects. Each group, called a 'cluster', consists of objects that are similar between themselves and dissimilar to objects of other groups. A comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art clustering methods can be found in [76] , [64] .
Data clustering is broadly based on two approaches: hierarchical and partitional. In hierarchical clustering, the output is a tree showing a sequence of clustering with each cluster being a partition of the data set. Hierarchical algorithms can be agglomerative (bottom-up) or divisive (top-down). Agglomerative algorithms begin with each element as a separate cluster and merge them in successively larger clusters. Partitional clustering algorithms, on the other hand, attempt to decompose the data set directly into a set of disjoint clusters by optimizing certain criteria. The criterion function may emphasize the local structure of the data, as by assigning clusters to peaks in the probability density function, or the global structure. Typically, the global criteria involve minimizing some measure of dissimilarity in the samples within each cluster, while maximizing the dissimilarity of different clusters. The advantages of the hierarchical algorithms are the disadvantages of the partitional algorithms and vice versa.
Clustering can also be performed in two different modes: crisp and fuzzy. In crisp clustering, the clusters are disjoint and non-overlapping in nature. Any pattern may belong to one and only one class in this case. In case of fuzzy clustering, a pattern may belong to all the classes with a certain fuzzy membership grade.
One of the widely used clustering methods is the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm developed by Bezdek [9] . FCM partitions a collection of n vectors x i , i = 1, 2 . . . , n into c fuzzy groups and finds a cluster center in each group such that a cost function of dissimilarity measure is minimized. To accommodate the introduction of fuzzy partitioning, the membership matrix U is allowed to have elements with values between 0 and 1. The FCM objective function takes the form:
where u ij , is a numerical value between [0,1]; c i is the cluster center of fuzzy group i; d ij = c i − x j is the Euclidian distance between i th cluster center and j th data point; and m is called the exponential weight which influences the degree of fuzziness of the membership (partition) matrix. Usually a number of cluster centers are randomly initialized and the FCM algorithm provides an iterative approach to approximate the minimum of the objective function starting from a given position and leads to any of its local minima [3] . No guarantee ensures that FCM converges to an optimum solution (can be trapped by local extrema in the process of optimizing the clustering criterion). The performance is very sensitive to initialization of the cluster centers.
Research efforts have made it possible to view data clustering as an optimization problem. This view offers us a chance to apply EA for evolving the optimal number of clusters and their cluster centers. The algorithm is initialized by constraining the initial values to be within the space defined by the vectors to be clustered. An important advantage of the EA is its ability to cope with local optima by maintaining, recombining and comparing several candidate solutions simultaneously.
Abraham [3] proposed the concurrent architecture of a fuzzy clustering algorithm (to discover data clusters) and a fuzzy inference system for Web usage mining. A hybrid evolutionary FCM approach is proposed in this paper to optimally segregate similar user interests. The clustered data is then used to analyze the trends using a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system learned using a combination of evolutionary algorithm and neural network learning.
Recent Applications of Evolutionary Design of Complex Paradigms
Park et al. [60] used EA to optimize Hybrid Self-Organizing Fuzzy Polynomial Neural Networks (HSOFPNN)m, which are based on genetically optimized multi-layer perceptrons. The architecture of the resulting HSOFPNN combines fuzzy polynomial neurons (FPNs) [57] that are located at the first layer of the network with polynomial neurons (PNs) forming the remaining layers of the network. The GA-based design procedure being applied at each layer of HSOFPNN leads to the selection of preferred nodes of the network (FPNs or PNs) whose local characteristics (such as the number of input variables, the order of the polynomial, a collection of the specific subset of input variables, the number of membership functions for each input variable, and the type of membership function) can be easily adjusted.
Juang and Chung [39] proposed a recurrent TakagiSugenoKang (TSK) fuzzy network design using the hybridization of a multi-group genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization (R-MGAPSO). Both the number of fuzzy rules and the parameters in a TRFN are designed simultaneously by R-MGAPSO. In R-MGAPSO, the techniques of variable-length individuals and the local version of particle swarm optimization are incorporated into a genetic algorithm, where individuals with the same length constitute the same group, and there are multigroups in a population.
Aouiti et al. [6] proposed an evolutionary method for the design of beta basis function neural networks (BBFNN) and beta fuzzy systems (BFS). Authors used a hierarchical genetic learning model of the BBFNN and the BFS.
Chen at al. [14] introduced a new time-series forecasting model based on the flexible neural tree (FNT). The FNT model is generated initially as a flexible multi-layer feed-forward neural network and evolved using an evolutionary procedure. FNT model could also select the appropriate input variables or time-lags for constructing a time-series model.
Multiobjective Evolutionary Design of Intelligent Paradigms
Even though some real world problems can be reduced to a matter of single objective very often it is hard to define all the aspects in terms of a single objective. In single objective optimization, the search space is often well defined. As soon as there are several possibly contradicting objectives to be optimized simultaneously, there is no longer a single optimal solution but rather a whole set of possible solutions of equivalent quality. When we try to optimize several objectives at the same time the search space also becomes partially ordered. To obtain the optimal solution, there will be a set of optimal trade-offs between the conflicting objectives. A multiobjective optimization problem is defined by a function f which maps a set of constraint variables to a set of objective values.
Delgado and Pegalajar [17] , developed a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, which is able to determine the optimal size of recurrent neural networks for any particular application. Authors analyzed in the case of grammatical inference: in particular, how to establish the optimal size of a recurrent neural network in order to learn positive and negative examples in a certain language, and how to determine the corresponding automaton using a self-organizing map once the training has been completed. Serra and Bottura [70] proposed a gain scheduling adaptive control scheme based on fuzzy systems, neural networks and multiobjective genetic algorithms for nonlinear plants. A FLC is developed, which is a discrete time version of a conventional one. Its data base as well as the controller gains are optimally designed by using a genetic algorithm for simultaneously satisfying the overshoot and settling time minimizations and output response smoothing.
Kelesoglu [47] developed a method for solving fuzzy multiobjective optimization of space truss using GA. The displacement, tensile stress, fuzzy sets, membership functions and minimum size constraints are considered in formulation of the design problem.
Lin [48] proposed a multiobjective and multistage fuzzy competence set model using a hybrid genetic algorithm. Author illustrated that the proposed method can provide a sound fuzzy competence set model by considering the multiobjective and the multistage situations simultaneously.
Ishibuchi and Nojimaa [38] examined the interpretability-accuracy tradeoff in fuzzy rule-based classifiers using a multiobjective fuzzy genetics-based machine learning (GBML) algorithm which is a hybrid version of Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches. Each fuzzy rule is represented by its antecedent fuzzy sets as an integer string of fixed length. Each fuzzy rule-based classifier, which is a set of fuzzy rules, is represented as a concatenated integer string of variable length. The GBML algorithm simultaneously maximizes the accuracy of rule sets and minimizes their complexity. The accuracy is measured by the number of correctly classified training patterns while the complexity is measured by the number of fuzzy rules and/or the total number of antecedent conditions of fuzzy rules.
Garcia-Pedrajas et al. [25] developed a cooperative coevolutive model for the evolution of neural network topology and weights, called MOBNET. MOBNET evolves subcomponents that must be combined in order to form a network, instead of whole networks. The subcomponents in a cooperative coevolutive model must fulfill different criteria to be useful, these criteria usually conflict with each other. The problem of evaluating the fitness on an individual based on many criteria that must be optimized together is approached as a multi-criteria optimization problems.
Wang et al. [74] proposed a multiobjective hierarchical genetic algorithm (MOHGA) to extract interpretable rule-based knowledge from data. In order to remove the redundancy of the rule base proactively, authors applied an interpretability-driven simplification method. Fuzzy clustering is used to generate an initial rule-based model and then MOHGA and the recursive least square method are used to obtain the optimized fuzzy models.
Pettersson et al. [63] used an evolutionary multiobjective technique in the training process of a feed forward neural network, using noisy data from an industrial iron blast furnace. The number of nodes in the hidden layer, the architecture of the lower part of the network, as well as the weights used in them were kept as variables, and a Pareto front was effectively constructed by minimizing the training error along with the network size.
Conclusions
This Chapter presented the various architectures for designing intelligent paradigms using evolutionary algorithms. The main focus was on designing evolutionary neural networks and evolutionary fuzzy systems. We also illustrated some of the recent generic evolutionary design architectures reported in the literature including fuzzy neural networks and multiobjective design strategies.
